Effect of lung inhomogeneity on partial flow-volume manoeuvres.
We evaluated the effects of inhomogeneous lung emptying on the relationship of partial to maximal complete expiratory flow by obtaining pre- and post-metaproterenol maximal (MEFV) and partial flow-volume curves in normal subjects and asthmatics. Partial curves were initiated between 65-70% of vital capacity after inspiration from functional residual capacity (PEFV curve) or after deflation from total lung capacity (PEFVDI curve). Since PEFVDI curves were initiated at lower lung volumes than MEFV manoeuvres (but with a similar volume history), non-homogeneous emptying should cause higher flow on PEFVDI than on MEFV manoeuvres. Expiratory flow (Vmax) was highest on MEFV manoeuvres in normals and PEFV curves in asthmatics. Pre- and post-metaproterenol Vmax was very similar on MEFV and PEFVDI manoeuvres in both groups, although Vmax(MEFV) slightly but significantly exceeded Vmax(PEFVDI) in normals and the reverse was true in asthmatics. Lung elastic recoil did not differ significantly on MEFV and PEFVDI manoeuvres in either group. We conclude that asthmatics demonstrate inhomogeneous emptying. However, because flow-volume curves are relatively insensitive to sequences of lung emptying, inhomogeneous emptying during forced expiration only has minor effects on the relationship of partial to maximal expiratory flow.